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PAGE GOODMAN
The Slow Cook Kitchen Agate Publishing
You want wholesome and delicious meals but you just don’t have the time to prepare them after a
long day at work. Most slow cooker cookbooks oﬀer recipes for a crowd and there are only two of
you, or maybe the two of you plus a baby or toddler, and you don’t want a whole week’s worth of
leftovers taking up space in the fridge. This slow cooker cookbook is diﬀerent. The perfect gift for
newlyweds, elderly couples, or anyone who is too busy to spend hours futzing in the kitchen, these
recipes will put just the right amount of home-cooked food on your table with shockingly little time
and eﬀort on your part. You can trust these recipes because they are— • Collected from some of
America’s best home cooks • Tested in real-life settings • Carefully selected from thousands of
recipes Learn what size slow cooker to purchase, discover tips for easy prep and cleanup, and ﬁnd
scrumptious recipes such as: • Chicken Parmigiana • Buttery German Chocolate Fudge • Taco Bean
Soup • White Bean and Chicken Chili • Poppy Seed Tea Bread • And many more!
Simon and Schuster
Contains a wealth of mouthwatering slow cooker recipes, both traditional and non-traditional, for
appetizers, main courses, and desserts, that are perfect for any occasion, from French Onion Soup
and Beef Bourguignon to Home Style Chicken with Gingersnap Gravy and Pineapple Upside Down
Cake. Simultaneous.
The Ultimate Slow Cooker Cookbook Gibbs Smith
Provides nutritious vegan slow-cooker recipes that require a minimum of hands-on time, explaining
how to prepare ingredients quickly the night before and assemble them in the cooker the following
morning, oﬀering such options as Pumpkin Pie Oatmeal, Chili Relleno Casserole and Mushroom
Lasagna with Garlic-Tofu Sauce. Original.
The Slow Cooker Cookbook Good Books
Enjoy no-fuss, nutritious meals in no time with The Healthy Slow Cooker Cookbook. When you're in a
hurry, making a healthy meal from scratch is probably the last thing on your mind. But with the right
tools and recipes, you don't need the luxury of time to eat healthy. The Healthy Slow Cooker
Cookbook uses the convenience of your slow cooker to serve up fast ﬁxes to healthy meals. With
over 150 recipes for aﬀordable meals that only take 15 minutes to prepare, The Healthy Slow
Cooker Cookbook makes wholesome meals stress-free no matter what your schedule looks like.

Learn how convenient and delicious your meals can be with the simple and nourishing recipes from
The Healthy Slow Cooker Cookbook. The Healthy Slow Cooker Cookbook contains: 150 Fix-andForget Recipes serving hands-oﬀ meals for breakfast, lunch, and dinner, complete with nutritional
information to help you keep track of calories, fat, protein, carbs, sugar, and sodium Quick Prep
requiring less than 15 minutes and no interruptions in the cooking process An Overview providing
advice on how to best use your slow cooker to make healthy meals Recipes in this slow cooker
cookbook include: Barley Risotto, Vegetarian Quinoa Paella, Shrimp Scampi with Orzo, Greek
Meatballs, Rice Pudding with Almonds, and much more! Learn how easy it is to eat healthy on a
hectic schedule with The Healthy Slow Cooker Cookbook.
Slow Cooking for Two: A Slow Cooker Cookbook with 101 Slow Cooker Recipes Designed for Two
People Abrams
Create healthy meals scaled for two people with no pre-cooking or processed foods. Most recipes
have fewer than 15 minutes of prep time.
150 Slow Cooker Recipes for Smart People Simon and Schuster
Weeknights mean busy schedules but your slow cooker is here to help! Meal-by-meal cooks have
continued to come up with new and creative ways to slow-cook and slow-bake in this timeless
kitchen helper. We love that you can prepare an entire menu from drinks, appetizers, soups, sides,
mains and desserts! With delicious soups, stews and sides, you can feed your family a hearty snack
or quick dinner with zucchini Parmesan or Slow-Cooker Hearty Pork Stew. Let’s not forget how easy
it is to get a wholesome meal on the table with worry-free recipes like French-Country Chicken,
Savory Merlot Pot Roast and Cheddar Cheese Strata. Top oﬀ dinner with amazing desserts like
Apple-Peanut Crumble and Chocolate Pudding Cake. Surprise! We added a special chapter with
some of those new and fun ways to make recipes in the slow-cooker like Chocolate Peanut Butter
Drops, Cinnamon Rolls, Apple-cinnamon bread in jars and Meatless Stuﬀed Peppers! With these
simple and delicious recipes to show your slow-cooker some love, you’ll be guaranteed it’ll love you
back.
150 Best Indian, Thai, Vietnamese and More Slow Cooker Recipes Callisto Media Inc.
The New York Times best-selling author of 101 Things to Do with a Cake Mix! demonstrates the
delectable versatility of the crock pot. Call it a slow cooker, a crockery cooker, or your best friend,
these handy kitchen machines are gaining popularity, and for good reason. Slow cookers make
perfectly tender meats and brings out the ﬂavor of a wide variety of dishes with little risk of burning.
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And don’t let the name fool you—your slow cooker can be a real time-saver! Simply throw your
ingredients in, get on with life, and come home to a kitchen ﬁlled with the aroma of real home
cooking. In 101 Things to Do with a Slow Cooker, Stephanie Ashcraft presents easy-to-follow recipes
for everything from South of the Border Pot Roast to Cherries Jubilee and even Almond hot
Chocolate. Recipes for soups and stews, main courses, side dishes, beverages, desserts, and more
are included, along with suggestions for what to serve with each dish, time-saving tips, and easy
modiﬁcations.
150 Recipes Dad Will Love to Make, Eat, and Share! Simon and Schuster
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Create easy and delicious meals for two with Slow Cooking for Two. If
you’re short on time, few in numbers, and craving the comfort of a home-cooked meal, Slow Cooking
for Two is here to save the day. Slow Cooking for Two oﬀers 101 easy recipes meant for just two
people, including soups, stews, casseroles, desserts, and more. Slow Cooking for Two will save you
time and money with simple and delicious meals that are ﬂavorful without requiring hours of
preparation. Slow Cooking for Two will give you all the tools you need to start enjoying slow cooking
for two people, with: 101 easy slow cooker recipes speciﬁcally designed for 1½ and 2-quart slow
cookers Comforting Slow Cooking for Two recipes, including Minestrone Soup, Beef Bourguignon,
Chicken Pot Pie, Mac and Cheese, and Turtle Brownies Easy one-pot meals, including Short Ribs with
Polenta and Meat Loaf with Potatoes Practical techniques for slow cooking for two, including
shopping lists, and food preparation and storage tips Slow Cooking for Two will make it easy for you
(and one more!) to enjoy delicious and hassle-free meals.
150 Whole Food Recipes for Paleo, Vegan, Gluten-Free, and Diabetic-Friendly Diets Independently
Published
Slow-cooker meals may save you time and energy, but they can also help you pack on the pounds.
Thanks to this clever collection of deliciously good-for-you recipes, you can please your palate
without sacriﬁcing nutrition--or your waistline! This cookbook serves up hundreds of mouth-watering
recipes, including: Sun-dried tomato and pesto dip Greek-style orzo and spinach soup Red wine pot
roast Ginger caramelized chicken Curried lentils Italian meatloaf Chocolate créme brûlée Stewed
cinnamon apples Popular food blogger and cooking instructor Rachel Rappaport provides full
nutritional analyses so you can choose recipes based on calories, fat content, ﬁber, and more. When
you save time and produce healthy meals, you'll ﬁnd you can have your pot roast--and eat it too!
150 Whole Food Recipes for Paleo, Vegan, Gluten-Free, and Diabetic-Friendly Diets Rockridge Press
Breakfasts, lunches, dinners, and desserts—at the push of a button—from Huevos Rancheros to
Brats ‘n’ Beer, Cajun Chicken Gumbo to Orange-Spiced Coﬀee. This is the only slow cooker book for
busy people. With over four hundred recipes, it saves time and money week after week with easy
meals that keep one eating well at home every day. From Old-Fashioned Chicken Pot Pie to Mexican
Hot Chocolate Lava Cake, this cookbook contains recipes for everything from soups and roasts to
cobblers and puddings, inspiring night after night of great meals. Prep a few ingredients, toss them
in the pot, and let the cooker work its magic while you’re gone for the day. Return to a slow-cooked,
deeply ﬂavored, great-smelling dinner for you and your family—every night!
Fix-It and Forget-It Healthy Slow Cooker Cookbook Penguin
A revised and updated second edition of American Heart Association's beloved, bestselling Healthy
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Slow Cooker Cookbook, now with 30 new recipes, 30 to 40 new photographs, and full-color
throughout. Now fully illustrated throughout with 30 to 40 new photographs, revised to meet current
AHA guidelines, and refreshed with recipes like Chicken Pho, Pad Thai, Sweet Potato Chili, and Beef
Vindaloo to satisfy today's palate, this comprehensive cookbook oﬀers information on the health
beneﬁts of slow cooking and how a slow cooker can help you eat well. From appetizers to desserts
and everything in between, the 230 recipes in American Heart Association Healthy Slow Cooker
Cookbook will surprise you with their variety and depth of ﬂavor. The slow cooker, America's favorite
kitchen appliance, has become increasingly versatile and sophisticated, and here's how it can
support a heart-smart diet. Under the spell of its low heat, lean meats, whole grains, legumes,
vegetables, and fruits transform into succulent meals. This cookbook takes advantage of the ease
for which the slow cooker is beloved and optimizes the nutrient density and ﬂavors in these
delicious, nutritious meals. The best way to ensure good food comes out of your cooker is to put only
good-for-you ingredients into it, and with American Heart Association Healthy Slow Cooker
Cookbook, you'll learn how much your slow cooker can do for you while you're enjoying a healthy
lifestyle.
The 150 Healthiest Slow Cooker Recipes on Earth Mendocino Press
120 everyday, restaurant-quality recipes that you can make in your slow cooker or Crock-Pot at
home. Everyone loves restaurant-quality meals, but not everyone loves the cost. What if you could
make restaurant-quality meals in your slow cooker at home, and at a fraction of the cost of the
restaurants? The Stay at Home Chef Slow Cooker Cookbook features 120 incredible recipes that are
simple, satisfying, and much less expensive to make than if you were eating them in a restaurant.
Rachel Farnsworth (The Stay at Home Chef) creates simple, satisfying recipes that will appeal to
anyone who is short on time but still wants to enjoy delicious meals at home. Every recipe in The
Stay at Home Chef Slow Cooker Cookbook uses every day ingredients and features simple
instructions. Slow cooking is one of the easiest and most budget-friendly ways to cook, and the Stay
at Home Chef will show you how to do it right! Here's what you'll ﬁnd inside: -Amazing recipes for
breakfasts, sides, soups and stews, sandwiches, dips and snacks, and desserts, as well as entrée
recipes for beef, chicken, pork, and pasta, grains, and beans -Simple tips for using your slow cooker,
storing your meals safely, and troubleshooting common slow cooking problems -Loads of variations
that will enable you to mix and match recipes to suit your family's tastes -Helpful advice for making
the most of your recipes and ensuring they come out of your slow cooker perfectly cooked and just
in time for dinner
The Healthy Slow Cooker Cookbook: 150 Fix-and-Forget Recipes Using Delicious, Whole Food
Ingredients Robert Rose
Healthy meals made the slow cooker way America's Test Kitchen had a simple goal: Create quick
and easy foolproof slow cooker recipes that taste as good as meals prepared on the stovetop or in
the oven. They had one more stipulation: They wanted their selections to be healthy, not the fatheavy main courses featured in many slow cooker cookbooks. It took nearly a year of testing, 1,500
recipes, and $20,000 spent on groceries to ﬁnd the ﬁnalists: 200 new, easy-to-make slow cooker
recipes. True to its trusted source, the winning recipes collected here include delicious weekday and
holiday meals; snacks, sides, and desserts.
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Slow Cooker Pork Mastery Rowman & Littleﬁeld
“What’s for dinner?” It’s the question every parent dreads. It’s a daunting challenge to put a meal on
the table every evening—never mind one that’s healthy, economical, and that the whole family will
enjoy. The Lazy and Slow Cookbook: 365 Days of Slow Cooker Recipes is the ﬁrst in a new series of
cookbooks for the lazy—or busy—cook in the household. For every week of the year, there’s a menu
featuring seven dinners, along with a shopping list. As a bonus, QR codes allow cooks to load the list
directly to their smart phones. The ﬁrst recipe for the week is a slow cooker meal that’s large
enough to yield leftovers that can be incorporated into the recipes for the next 2–3 dinners. Enjoy a
roast chicken (made in the slow cooker) on Sunday evening, individual chicken pot pies on Monday,
and chicken and vegetable soup on Tuesday! Suggestions for side dishes are also included, as well
as special menus for the holidays, birthdays, and other celebrations. You’ll also ﬁnd slow cooker
desserts, such as mango-coconut pudding and chocolate-almond bar cookies. Having dinner with the
family has never been easier! There’s no reason to spend hours in the kitchen when you can let your
slow cooker do most of the work for you. And there’s no reason to spend your weekend planning
menus when author Abigail Gehring has done it for you! Skyhorse Publishing, along with our Good
Books and Arcade imprints, is proud to publish a broad range of cookbooks, including books on
juicing, grilling, baking, frying, home brewing and winemaking, slow cookers, and cast iron cooking.
We’ve been successful with books on gluten-free cooking, vegetarian and vegan cooking, paleo, raw
foods, and more. Our list includes French cooking, Swedish cooking, Austrian and German cooking,
Cajun cooking, as well as books on jerky, canning and preserving, peanut butter, meatballs, oil and
vinegar, bone broth, and more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times
bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to books on subjects that are sometimes
overlooked and to authors whose work might not otherwise ﬁnd a home.
The Surprising Unbiased Truth About How to Make Nutritious and Delicious Meals that
are Ready When Y Rockridge Press
Today’s cooks are hungry for ways to set hot homemade meals on the table while cutting back on
kitchen time…and they’re using Instant Pots, air fryers and slow cookers to do just that! No matter
which appliance you rely on most (if not all three), you’ll always serve a winner with the Instant Pot,
Air Fryer & Slow Cooker Cookbook Divided into three easy-to-use sections, this handy cookbook
oﬀers the ideal dish no matter what the timeline. See the entrees area of the Instant Pot section
when you need a savory dinner on the table fast; turn to the Air Fryer section when you’re looking
for a savory snack without heating up a deep fryer; and grab your slow cooker to serve up
mouthwatering meals that simmer to perfection on their own. You’ll ﬁnd 158 new ways to take
advantage of your favorite devices with the brand-new Instant Pot, Air Fryer & Slow Cooker
Cookbook. CHAPTERS Instant Pot Instant Pot 101 Snacks Sides Entrees Desserts Air Fryer Air Fryer
101 Snacks Sides Entrees Desserts Slow Cooker Slow Cooker 101 Snacks & Appetizers Side Dishes
Entrees Desserts RECIPES Instant Pot BBQ Baked Beans Beef Short Ribs with Chutney Cheesy Bacon
Spaghetti Squash Chipotle Porcupine Meatballs Chocolate Apricot Dump Cake Cranberry Hot Wings
Curried Pumpkin Risotto Maple Creme Brulee Memphis-Style Ribs Very Vanilla Cheesecake Air Fryer
Bacon-Peanut Butter Cornbread Muﬃns Bloody Mary Deviled Eggs Buﬀalo Bites with Blue Cheese
Ranch Dip Chicken Pesto Stuﬀed Peppers Herb & Lemon Cauliﬂower Mini Nutella Doughnut Holes
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Mocha Pudding Cakes Pecan Strawberry Rhubarb Cobbler Sweet & Sour Pineapple Pork Turkey &
Mushroom Potpies Slow Cooker Buﬀalo Chicken Egg Rolls Cheddar Bacon Beer Dip Coconut Mango
Bread Pudding with Rum Sauce Creamy Ranchiﬁed Potatoes Grampa’s German-Style Pot Roast LipSmacking Peach & Whiskey Wings Mexican Pork & Hominy Stew Pulled Pork Sandwiches Rosemary
Beef Roast over Cheesy Polenta Smoky Hash Brown Casserole
Fix-It and Forget-It Healthy 5-Ingredient Cookbook Rowman & Littleﬁeld
Here are the best-loved healthy slow cooker recipes all in one place. Whether your body responds
best to a gluten-free, vegan, paleo, low-fat, or low-sugar diet, you will ﬁnd dozens of easy and
delicious recipes that will make dinner a snap. You can trust these recipes because they are:
Collected from some of America’s best home cooks Tested in real-life settings Carefully selected
from thousands of recipes Everyone wants to feel like a smart cook, but it’s tricky when you’re
navigating food sensitivities or allergies, diﬀerent ages, and diﬀerent dietary needs. Fix-It and
Forget-It Healthy Slow Cooker Cookbook has something for everyone, with each recipe tagged to
indicate if it is: Gluten-Free Dairy-Free Paleo Diabetic-Friendly Low-Fat Vegetarian Vegan Indexes in
the back list recipes by healthy category for easy reference. Finally, a cookbook that makes dinner
easy, even for families with diverse dietary needs!
200 Recipes for the Way We Eat Today Simon and Schuster
1,400 slow-cooker recipes with over 700 *FIVE STAR* Amazon customer reviews! Finally, the best of
the New York Times bestselling series all in one handsome volume! This is the perfect BIG
COOKBOOK! Easy to understand, easy to use Absolutely manageable for those who lack conﬁdence
in the kitchen Convenient for those who are short on time Will create a chorus of “make-it-again”
requests! The recipes in this amazing treasure are all collected from some of America’s best home
cooks, tested in real-life settings, and carefully selected from thousands of recipes. Eight small
“galleries” of full-color photos of delectable slow-cooker dishes from the collection add sparkle
throughout the cookbook. Good Books has sold more than 11 million copies of Fix-It and Forget-It
cookbooks. Three of Phyllis Good’s cookbooks have been New York Times bestsellers. Fix-It and
Forget-It BIG COOKBOOK, with its 1,400 best slow-cooker recipes, is another winner!
Slow Cooking for Two America's Test Kitchen
Pork Tastes Better if You Have to Wait for It!I am an only child born and raised in an American family
by working parents, and busy as my parents were, they still managed to raise me on healthy
homemade food. Slow cooking made this possible. Now, this was decades ago, and if anything, the
world has gotten even busier today, and that is probably why slow cooking is gaining popularity so
rapidly.Now, since I was practically raised on slow-cooked food, I will always have a special place in
my heart for this method of cooking. My mother was a master of slow cooking, and she taught me all
the skills necessary to cook my own food in case she was too busy to ﬁx it herself. From a very
young age I started cooking my mom's recipes in the slow cooker, and once I learnt her recipes, I
started playing around with them, and eventually came up with my own recipes!I have been playing
around with a Slow cooker since I was a child. If I could slow cook as a kid, you can probably imagine
how easy it is to cook with this method. Slow cooked food has time on its side, which really allows all
those ﬂavours to shine.This Book Contains: All the basic info you will need to get started with Slow
Cooking 150 Slow Cooker Pork Main Courses, Snacks, Soups, and More! Bonus: 100 Slow Cooker
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Beef Main Courses Bonus: 100 Slow Cooker Chicken Main Courses Bonus: 250 Slow Cooker
Vegetable Recipes Bonus: 100 Slow Cooker Recipes Appetizers, Sauces, and Dips Bonus: 150 Slow
Cooker Recipes of Soups and Stews Bonus: 50 Slow Cooker Beverage Recipes: Tea, Coﬀee, Hot
Chocolate, Wine, Cider, and Other Alcoholic Beverages
One Test Kitchen. 40 Slow Cookers. 200 Fresh Recipes. Chronicle Books
The Healthy Slow Cooker Cookbook: 150 Fix-and-Forget Recipes Using Delicious, Whole Food
IngredientsCallisto Media Inc.
Simply Set It and Go with 150 Recipes for Intensely Flavorful, Fuss-Free Fare Everyone (Vegan Or
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Not!) Will Devour Publications International, Limited
This highly anticipated cookbook from Gooseberry Patch (creators of bestselling Super-Fast Slow
Cooking) features 228 simple recipes and dozens more tips for making the most of this ever-popular
kitchen helper. Arranged by season, the delightful collection includes recipes for every occasion,
from holiday entertaining and special-occasion dinners to simple school-night suppers and backyard
barbecues. With Slow Cooking All Year 'Round and a trusty slow cooker, a tasty home-cooked meal
is never out of reach!
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